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About This Game

Tourists Kidnapped a Little Bear is a retro 8 bit game with cute five-color-arts, fx-sounds
and represents a story of a brave mama bear.

Mama bear need's to find and rescue her beloved little bear who was kidnapped by tourists.

In Game you need to fight enemies in 4 different zones.

On your side you will have your claws, speed and sticks.
You have limited time to finish the level before the tourists disappear with little bear forever.

You will feel the anxiety, paranoia and hopelessness when you fight against time.

The task is not easy and you may die many times, " but do YOU love little bear " ?

Key Features

- 3 difficulty levels

- Unique shop where you can unlock new items (Cards)
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- Retro looking game with modern control

- Xbox 360 controller support

- Over 100 different cards to reveal

- 60 levels to complete

- 4 Different zones

- A lot of fun

- Blood on the floor
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Title: Tourists Kidnapped a Little Bear
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Wojciech Krupinski
Publisher:
KrupinskiArt
Release Date: 20 Jan, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 1.3 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Video Any 3D capable card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 100 MB available space

Additional Notes: You need DirectX End-User Runtime Web Installer

English
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Video Review\/First Impressions:  RIGHT HERE

So it's 89 cents and I had a great time with it for the time I played. I can't even buy a Coke for 89 cents. So with that in
mind...
It's a hotline miami knock off with a bear. It packs a good time for what it is. The Graphics were as crappy as expected
but it didn't deter from what the game was. The music was WAY too repetitive but most of the time I forgot it was
there. The gameplay was fun!
Summary, I can certainly say that for the 89 cents I spent. It was definitely worth it. I've played 20 dollar games I liked
less.. A very strange game that is insanely fun. Lots of gore and a story that gets crazier with every scene.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/qtgYx8ONyTo. I think I found this game when I searched for Bear Emoticon on the market recently, saw one
of this game's emoticons and thought the name was ridiculous. Surely it had to be a horrible game.
Surprisingly it was okay. Apart from the cutscenes being microsoft paint quality, looping music that you'll forget about in a
minute, and small bugs like being spotted and failing when not seen, it's still a game I didn't get bored of until it was finished
telling the story through cutscenes. The character and enemy models are made well and there's a lot of resolution settings that
pop up when you load the game... allowing you to set it quickly and easily. The ending of the game was something I didn't
expect and it left me feeling satisfied.
It appears that the developer can barely speak a word of English and you'll notice all of the achievement names\/badge names
are odd or spelled incorrectly. That's not much of an issue.
I've never played Hotline Miami but other people seem to compare this game to it for the entertainment aspects. So if that's a
game that pops up in your mind as a good one, you might enjoy this. It's also only a dollar right now.. I really like this game, for
whatever reason. A nice pixel-art top-down hack and slash (of sorts) is TKLB. You play as a tiny bear dressed for combat and
moving like a ninja would in the dead of night, so must you the player control Little Bear as he hacks and spears the mean
people who would harm him and his kind.

Left click is a melee ranged attack for big points and the right click is a projectile with a cost, only 3 can be used per level and it
not only has rather poor distance, it can break on any surface. Use wisely your limited spears as they spin during travel. The
targets for slaughter use a cone line of sight system like metal gear solid was known for so if Little Bear is outside the line of
sight cone, he is invisible. Getting in the outside ring will cause the larget to produce a ? above their head and going inside the
inside ring will cause the target to produce a ! above their head and you will fail the map. Maps are timed as well, so being to
methotical or patient will cause panic and chaos.

It makes you think, it makes you take risks and for the love of it I have no damn idea what the points for items system does or
how to use items if items do exist. Im getting things from swords to hot liquids to happy faces, none of it does anything to
change the flow of gameplay.

Achievements and badges. Its a nice get. Cant be beat in a single sitting, you will come back every once in a while.. Fun, Cheap ,
Bear Rage + Lots of achivments !. fukken russian stealh samurai achievement simulator. This game grew me
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

10\/10 would gender change again.
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BEST GAME FOR $1, THIS GAME IS WORTH $1000 TO ME, IT'S SO F****** FUN AND NEVER GOT BORING
WHEN PLAYING IT, BEST GAME I'VE PLAYED IN 2017 SO FAR, I'M NOT JOKING, I LOVE IT, IT'S FUN AND EASY
TO GET TO, WORTH IT, THANK YOU FOR THIS GAME, WORLD <3. I'm not fan of this type of game but I love this little
game it's really relaxing game with great achievements for low price:)

- add more rounds
- maybe fix up settings a bit. GAME IS AMAZING but soundtracks are not that good but still like it. I would not recommend
this game to anybody. There are major FPS issues for everyone, the soundtrack is very annoying, and the achievements are
terrible as of now. The gameplay itself is entertaining even though there are some issues, but what made me strongly dislike this
game is the way the achievements are setup.

To earn 100% achievements in this game, you must unlock every single badge in the game. Sounds reasonable, right? Well to
unlock badges you must spend the coins you earn on a random badge which turns collecting them all into pure chance. There are
99 badges to unlock, so once you get down to the last few it becomes nearly impossible to receive the ones you need. Get ready
to play through this entire game 20+ times to unlock everything.. i bought it when its 50% discount.. for less than a dollar game
its great
even thought i dont know why at level 30> its start laggy.. but overall its good. Quite entertaining for a simple looking game like
this.
60 levels of mayhem and a variety of traps.
Bloody brilliant 9\/ 10

Don't buy it because of the achievements, they can be hard to come by.. Top down, simplistic gore fest in the vein of Hotline
Miami.
The enemies don't move, they just switch their view.
The game is fun at the $1.00 price point, but probably has no lasting value.
Check it out, or don't.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=uvEgoATnj_0
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